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Abstract
Time-dependent solutions of supergravity and string theory are studied. The ex-
amples are obtained from de Sitter deformation of gauge/gravity dualities, analytical
continuation of static solutions, and “exactly solvable” worldsheet models. Among
other things, it is shown that turning on a Hubble parameter in the background of a
confining gauge theory in four dimensions can restore chiral symmetry. Some of the
solutions obtained from analytical continuation have the interpretation of a universe
with a bounce separating a big bang from a big crunch singularity. In the world-
sheet context, it is argued why string propagation close to a Milne-type cosmological
singularity might be physically non-singular.
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1 Introduction and Outline
The understanding of space-like singularities is a timely question. More broadly, one
of the important open problems in string theory is the correct treatment of time-
dependent backgrounds. It is generally hoped that there is a way in which string theory
will solve the conceptual and technical problems associated with time dependence in a
full fledged quantum mechanical and gravitational theory. In this context, the practical
point of view, that we shall adopt, is to neglect the conceptual difficulties and to try
to naively extend the ordinary rules of the game to the time-dependent setting.
Consider for instance spacetime singularities. In recent years, motivated and guided
by the AdS/CFT correspondence, many new lessons have been learned about time-like
singularities and their resolution in supergravity and string theory. Firstly, the goal
of exhibiting new tests of the duality has led to the construction of many new exact
supergravity backgrounds. This includes metrics on non-compact Calabi-Yau spaces
with and without fluxes, G2-holonomy metrics, etc. Secondly, the correspondence with
gauge theory has hinted at the correct interpretation and resolution of singularities.
The mechanisms include confinement, chiral symmetry breaking, generation of a mass
gap, etc. These recent advances have complemented the existing knowledge about
singularities from closed strings and D-branes. It is not unreasonable to hope that
these lessons will also teach us something about space-like singularities.
In this paper, we collect a number of ideas on the treatment of time-dependent
problems in string theory. One way of introducing time dependence in the context of
the gauge/gravity duality was suggested in [16]. The basic idea of [16] (we will review
this in detail in section 2) was to consider a deformation of the ordinary correspondence
by turning on a Hubble parameter (cosmological constant), so that the gauge theory
effectively lives on a de Sitter space. In the conformal case, this translates simply
into a different slicing of the dual AdS space. But in non-conformal examples such as
N = 1 SYM in four dimensions, there is an interesting interplay between the scale of
the theory Λ and the Hubble scale H . For instance, for H ≪ Λ, the theory is a minor
deformation from the flat case. On the other hand, for H ≫ Λ, one observes the more
drastic phenomenon of restoration of chiral symmetry. In this respect, the de Sitter
deformation of the correspondence is very similar to turning on a finite temperature.
In [16], these effects were studied for the de Sitter deformation of the Klebanov-Strassler
background, which realizes N = 1 SYM theory by D5 and D3 branes on the conifold.
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In this paper, in section 3, we will consider the (1, 1) little string theory realizing NS5-
branes wrapped on S2. We give a careful discussion of the physics involved and also
study chiral symmetry restoration in the de Sitter background.
In sections 4 through 6, we give a somewhat more general discussion of time-
dependent supergravity backgrounds, focusing on those that can be obtained from
analytical continuation of known static solutions. This is motivated in part by the
works in refs. [24] and [25]. In [24], it was proposed to construct time-dependent
backgrounds of string theory as spacelike branes. These S-branes are defined as the
gravitational backreaction of the decay of unstable D-brane systems. However, the
explicit solutions found in [24], and later in [26,27] (see [28,29] for earlier work on such
solutions, recent related work includes [30–32]), are singular, and the singularities not
well understood. As we will see in section 6, some of these solutions are actually best
thought of as analytical continuations of ordinary D-branes, or iD-branes, for short.
In this respect, this is an alternative to the strategy used in [25], where the analytical
continuation of ordinary black holes was considered. A different type of analytical con-
tinuation is discussed in section 5. Explicitly, we will present a method using T-duality
at an intermediate step that allows the analytical continuation of backgrounds with
non-zero (NS-NS) flux.
Finally, in section 7, we enter the third current circle of ideas for studying time
dependence in string theory, using the exact worldsheet approach. The most promi-
nent example is probably the so-called Milne universe, which is a Z orbifold of two-
dimensional Minkowski space. The Milne universe owes its physical interest to its roˆle in
ekpyrotic cosmology [35], and has been studied in a number of recent works [36,37,39],
see also [40–44] for recent work on related null orbifolds. It turns out that the singularity
of Milne type also appears in an effective description of certain gauged WZW models
(see, for instance, [53, 54]), which have been intensively studied in the past [46–52].
Here, using this connection, we present an observation that can help explain the non-
singularity of string propagation near Milne-type singularities. The basic physical
intuition is that near a spacetime singularity, the most relevant physical states are
the lightest ones. At a Milne-type singularity probed by strings, these states are the
winding modes of the string. One then observes that the effective background metric
seen by winding modes in the gauged WZW is less singular than that seen by ordinary
particles.
We will end the paper in section 8 with a brief summary.
3
2 De Sitter deformation of the gauge/gravity correspondence
The construction of time-dependent backgrounds for string theory is a rather compli-
cated problem. As in the static case, one possible starting point is a solution of the
corresponding supergravity equations of motion. Then, given a supergravity solution,
one should check whether the truncation of the full string theory in this background
to the supergravity modes was consistent at all. This necessitates small curvatures
and small string coupling. One then has to face the problems of singularities and the
classical and quantum stability of the background.
In [16] it was proposed to use the deformation of the gauge/gravity correspondence
of Maldacena [1] (see [2] for a review) as a tool for the construction of a large class of
consistent time-dependent string theory backgrounds1. The basic idea is to replace the
flat spacetime background on which the gauge theory is defined by a genuinely time-
dependent background, while still keeping gravity on the brane non-dynamical. This is
a deformation of the gauge theory in the generalized sense as explained, for instance,
in [15]. On the gravity side, this deformation requires a change in the asymptotics of
the supergravity background. In fact, all of the wrapped brane solutions also belong to
the class of deformations in which one replaces the flat gauge theory background with
a general curved space. The major simplification, compared to the direct approach
outlined above, comes from the fact that the duality allows us to think about a certain
class of supergravity backgrounds in terms of a dual strongly coupled gauge theory. In
particular, we can recast questions of singularities, stability, consistent truncation to
the supergravity modes, etc., in the dual gauge theory language where, as we argue
below, they appear to be more tractable.
More specifically, consider the simplest gauge/gravity duality realized [1] by a sys-
tem of N D3-branes in a flat type IIB string theory background. At small ’t Hooft
coupling gsN ≪ 1, the system is best described by open strings and realizes SU (N)
N = 4 supersymmetric gauge theory. In the limit of strong ’t Hooft coupling this
gauge theory has a perturbative description as type IIB supergravity on AdS5 × S5,
with N units of RR 5-form flux through the S5. Being an exact correspondence, the
duality guarantees that any consistent (physical) deformation on the gauge theory side
visible in the large N limit should translate into a consistent background on the su-
1An interesting alternative approach to generate time-dependent backgrounds by exploiting the
supergravity duals to confining gauge theories was recently discussed in [45].
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pergravity side. Now the simplest way to introduce time dependence is to deform the
correspondence by turning on a non-zero cosmological constant H 6= 0 on the gauge
theory side. In other words, we wish to replace the flat four-dimensional Minkowski
spaceM4 by four-dimensional de Sitter space MH4 , with the metric
(dsM4)
2 = −dt2 + dx¯2 −→ (dsMH
4
)2 ≡ −dt2 + 1
H2
cosh2Ht dΩ23 . (2.1)
We expect that much like in the usual correspondence, the supergravity dual to the
gauge theory onMH4 will featureMH4 in the asymptotics of the type IIB supergravity
background. The background must therefore be genuinely time dependent. Provided
that the gauge theory onMH4 is a consistent quantum field theory, the resulting time-
dependent supergravity background will be consistent as well.
Unfortunately, our understanding of interacting quantum field theories (QFT) in
general time-dependent backgrounds is still rather rudimentary. (For recent develop-
ments see [18,19].) Thus, it appears that we are replacing a difficult question of classical
consistency of certain time-dependent supergravity backgrounds with an equally com-
plicated (and unsolved) problem in the interacting QFT. This is true for example for
the de Sitter deformation of the gauge/gravity correspondence for the N = 4 gauge
theory described above. It is not obvious that the N = 4 gauge theory exists as a con-
sistent QFT in the de Sitter background. Moreover, the deformed supergravity dual
appears to be simply a different slice of the original AdS5 × S5 background [16]. The
difficulty for finding a simple plausibility argument for the consistency of this gauge
theory on four-dimensional de Sitter space can be traced back to the fact that this is
an interacting QFT in which scale invariance has been broken by the introduction of
a single scale, H . Therefore, it is not easy to evaluate the importance of the effects
on the IR and UV dynamics. As a result, it is not clear that H 6= 0 is a “smooth
deformation” of the H = 0 duality.
Fortunately, one can argue that the situation is not so grim with the deformed
duality for a non-conformal field theory which already has an intrinsic scale Λ. Let
us assume that this gauge theory on d-dimensional Minkowski spacetime Md is a
well-defined QFT at energy scales much larger than Λ. Since the background metric
deformation due to H 6= 0 in (2.1) does not affect short-distance properties of the
metric, we expect that local field theories on MHd should have the same ultraviolet
dynamics as those onMd.
Rather, it seems that the Hubble scale H should be thought of as an infrared cutoff
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on the gauge theory dynamics. This is supported by the non-conformal examples
of the de Sitter deformed gauge/gravity duality discussed in [16]. Indeed, de Sitter
deformation resolves the infrared singularity in the supergravity dual to (1, 1) little
string theory (LST; for a review of LST, see, e.g., [4]) and to Klebanov-Tseytlin N = 1
gauge theory [5]. These resolutions are similar to the finite-temperature deformations
discussed in [13] and [14], respectively. Ultimately, this is not a surprise since a vacuum
state in an accelerating universe has a nonzero Gibbons-Hawking temperature TGH =
H/2π, analogous to the Hawking temperature of a black hole. The identification of
H with an infrared cutoff on the gauge theory is also supported by the conclusions
reached in related studies of de Sitter gravity in warped compactifications of type IIB
string theory [17].
Furthermore, gauge theories with a finite mass gap mgap 6= 0 for H = 0, should
remain stable when defined onMHd , provided H/mgap is sufficiently small. The argu-
ment is identical to the one given in [12]. The original dual supergravity background
had a mass gap, and thus a small deformation (which can be smoothly turned off)
should not produce a tachyonic instability.
Altogether, these arguments suggest that non-conformal gauge theories with a mass
gap, defined onMHd , would have the same IR and UV properties as theirH = 0 cousins,
provided H ≪ min{mgap,Λ}. This singles out such theories as toy models for studies
of consistent time-dependent backgrounds in string theory from the perspective of the
deformed gauge/gravity duality.
Basically, there are three approaches for constructing supergravity duals to confin-
ing four-dimensional gauge theories: a mass deformation of N = 4 SYM [6], the gauge
theory on the world-volume of regular and fractional D3-branes [7], and the effective
low-energy d = 4, N = 1 SYM theory arising from the compactification of (1, 1) LST
on S2 [8]. These theories have a consistent UV completion and a mass gap. Thus,
according to the above arguments, we expect that the de Sitter deformation of any of
these backgrounds would give rise to a consistent time-dependent string theory back-
ground. By far the simplest of these backgrounds is the one discussed by Maldacena
and Nun˜ez (MN) [8]. In the next section we discuss de Sitter deformations of the MN
background. We demonstrate that the Hubble parameter H can be smoothly turned
off. The deformed geometry has small curvatures, small string coupling, and asymp-
totically (the ultraviolet from the perspective of the dual gauge theory) approaches the
BPS solution of MN. For reasons explained above, we expect it to be stable. We also
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comment on the chiral symmetry restoration phase transition for MN gauge theory in
de Sitter space, relegating a few technical details to the appendix.
3 De Sitter deformation of the Maldacena-Nun˜ez background
We begin with a brief review of the MN construction for the supergravity dual to four
dimensional N = 1 SU (n) super Yang-Mills theory [8].
Recall that (1,1) little string theory [3, 4] is realized on the world-volume of NS5-
branes in type IIB string theory. The theory has sixteen supercharges, and for n NS5-
branes reduces in the IR to six-dimensional N = (1, 1) SU (n) SYM. Consider wrapping
NS5-branes on S2. Such a compactification will completely break the supersymmetry
unless the supersymmetry generators are appropriately twisted. The correct twisting
is obtained by embedding the SO(2) spin connection of S2 into the SO(4) ∼ SU (2)R×
SU (2)L R-symmetry group of the flat LST. It is easy to show that by identifying U (1)
connection of the S2 with a U(1)R ⊂ SU (2)R ⊂ SO(4) we preserve four supercharges,
or N = 1 SUSY in the remaining four flat directions. Furthermore, the four massless
scalars representing transverse zero modes of flat NS5-branes upon twisting become
spinors on the S2. Thus the only massless mode in the IR are the d = 4 gauge fields
and the gauginos.
The supergravity dual [8] to this theory has the string frame metric
ds2st = dx
2
4 + n
(
dρ2 +G2dΩ22 +
1
4
∑
a
(ωa − Aa)2
)
, (3.1)
where Ω22 is a round S
2 (parameterized by (θ˜, φ˜)) which the branes wrap, and ωa are
the SU (2) left-invariant one forms on the S3 (parameterized by (θ, φ, ψ)) transverse to
the NS5-branes,
ω1 = cosφ dθ + sin φ sin θdψ
ω2 = − sinφ dθ + cos φ sin θdψ
ω3 = dφ + cos θdψ .
(3.2)
Also in (3.1), Aa are the SU (2)R gauge fields on the S
2 realizing the twist,
A1 = a dθ˜
A2 = −a sin θ˜ dφ˜
A3 = cos θ˜ dφ˜ .
(3.3)
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Finally, there is a dilaton Φ = ln gs, and an NS-NS 3-form flux
H3 = n
[
−1
4
(ω1 − A1) ∧ (ω2 − A2) ∧ (ω3 − A3) + 1
4
∑
a
Fa ∧ (ωa − Aa)
]
, (3.4)
where Fa = dAa + ǫabcAb ∧ Ac. Altogether, the background is parameterized by three
functions G, a, gs of the radial coordinate ρ ∈ [0,+∞). The type IIB supergravity
equations of motion can be solved analytically in this case with the result [9, 8]
G2 =
1
4
(
4ρ coth(2ρ)− 4ρ
2
sinh2 2ρ
− 1
)
gs = g0
[
2G
sinh 2ρ
]1/2
a =
2ρ
sinh 2ρ
,
(3.5)
where g0 is a free parameter. The background (3.1)-(3.5) is nonsingular, has small
curvatures in α′ units, and a small string coupling provided n ≫ 1. It correctly
reproduces the IR properties of the dual gauge theory: confinement, chiral symmetry
breaking, and a mass gap in the spectrum. In the UV (large ρ), the leading asymptotics
of the solution (3.5) are those of the flat LST.
De Sitter deformation
To study the de Sitter deformation of the MN model, we replace, following [16],
dx24 −→ F 2
[
−dt2 + 1
H2
cosh2Ht dΩ23
]
(3.6)
in the string frame metric (3.1). The physical reason for introducing an extra warp
factor F ≡ F (ρ) is analogous to the appearance of a warp factor G in the holographic
dual to LST on S2. In the MN model, the size of the S2, which is fixed from the
LST perspective, becomes ρ-dependent in the supergravity dual. This is simply due
to the holographic interpretation of the radial coordinate ρ as the RG scale at which
we probe the gauge theory, with large values of ρ corresponding to the UV (or short
distances) in the gauge theory. The growth of the corresponding S2 in the supergravity
dual simply reflects the fact that we “measure” little string theory on an S2 of fixed
size with shorter and shorter reference scales. Also, the decompactification of the S2
in the supergravity at ρ→∞ is necessary to match the flat LST UV limit of the MN
model. Clearly, the same must be true for the H-deformation. A fixed scalar curvature
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(= 12H2) of the gauge theory background dS4 must “flow” in the holographic dual. It
must approach zero as ρ→∞, so we expect F (ρ→∞)→∞.
Finally, we assume the same ansatz for the 3-form flux (3.4), and gs ≡ gs(ρ). With
this ansatz, the type IIB supergravity equations of motion for the deformed MN model
are reduced to2
0 =
[
a′F 4
g2s
]′
− aF
4(a2 − 1)
g2sG
2
0 =
[
(G2)′F 4
g2s
]′
+
F 4
2g2sG
2
{
(a2 − 1)2 +G2[(a′)2 − 4]}
0 =
[
G2F 4
(
1
g2s
)′]′
− F
4
4g2sG
2
{
(a2 − 1)2 + 2G2[8G2 + (a′)2]}
0 =
[
(F 4)′G2
g2s
]′
− 12nH
2F 2G2
g2s
.
(3.7)
There is also a first order constraint coming from fixing the reparametrization invari-
ance (the choice of ρ),
0 =F 2
{
2G2
[
8G2 (g′s)
2
+ 4g2s (G
′)
2 − 4 (G2)′ (g2s)′ − g2s (a′)2]
+ g2s
[(
a2 − 1)2 − 8G2 (1 + 2G2)]}+ 16gsG3
{
3gsG
(
(F ′)
2 − nH2
)
+ 2(F ′)2g2s
(
G
gs
)′}
.
(3.8)
Notice that (3.5) solves (3.7), (3.8) with F ≡ 1 and H = 0. We have not been able to
find an analytical solution to (3.7), (3.8) for H 6= 0, so we proceed with the asymptotic
analysis and numerical interpolation.
There are two classes of regular solutions to (3.7), (3.8), representing physically
distinct deformations of the MN background. With a radial coordinate ρ ∈ [0,∞) they
are realized as different boundary conditions for the warp factors F and G. Namely,
the two possibilities are
(a) : F (ρ = 0) = 0 G(ρ = 0) 6= 0
(b) : F (ρ = 0) 6= 0 G(ρ = 0) = 0 .
(3.9)
As we show below, to obtain a nonsingular solution with the boundary condition
(b) we must turn on nonabelian gauge fields (3.3) (i.e. a(ρ) is nontrivial), as opposed
2The prime denotes derivative with respect to ρ.
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to turning on A3 only. This is easily interpreted if we recall what happens in the
supersymmetric solution, H = 0, F = 1. There, non-singularity requires turning on
a non-trivial a, which breaks the Z2N ⊂ U(1)φ corresponding to shifts in φ in (3.2)
down to Z2 ⊂ U(1)φ. (The first breaking to Z2N is due to worldsheet instantons.)
The result is in complete agreement with the dual low energy effective SU (N) SYM,
where the U(1)φ is identified with the chiral U(1)R symmetry, broken by the gaugino
condensate to a Z2 ⊂ Z2N ⊂ U(1)R in the IR, [8]. Thus we identify boundary condition
(b) in (3.9) as corresponding to N = 1 SU (N) SYM theory in dS4 in a phase of
spontaneously broken chiral symmetry. It is this phase of the gauge theory that we
expect to correspond to a consistent time-dependent string theory background in the
supergravity dual, at least for small H .
What is the physics corresponding to the boundary condition (a) in (3.9)? From
the gauge theory perspective, increasing H should raise the IR cutoff on the dynamics.
Thus, for H large enough we would expect restoration of the chiral symmetry, similarly
to finite temperature restoration of the chiral symmetry in the MN model demonstrated
in [10, 11]. Indeed, this is precisely what is realized by the de Sitter deformed MN
model with boundary conditions (a). We delegate the analysis to Appendix A, and
only mention the results here. Unlike the case of boundary condition (b), here there
are regular solutions to (3.7) both for nontrivial a and for a ≡ 0. We don’t have much
to say about solutions with nontrivial a. They break chiral symmetry, and since they
do not exist in the H → 0 limit, they can not be identified with excitations of the MN
model3.
The solutions with boundary conditions (a) and a ≡ 0 are much more interesting.
They exist as a globally regular solutions only for H > Hcritical, where Hcritical depends
on the radius of the S2 on which the NS5-branes are wrapped. These solutions thus
realize the restoration of the chiral symmetry of the gauge theory on the de Sitter
background in the supergravity context. Finally, we mention that we have found a
special solution for H = Hcritical. The details can be found in Appendix A.
3In the original MN model there is a large class of regular non-BPS excitations with both finite
and infinite four-dimensional energy density, and broken chiral symmetry [11]. Here, we are finding
that there is also an additional large set of globally regular solutions with broken chiral symmetry,
once the Hubble parameter is turned on, H 6= 0 .
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Broken Phase
We continue with the analysis of boundary conditions (b) in (3.9). For F (ρ = 0) 6= 0,
by rescaling the Hubble parameter H we can always set F (ρ = 0) = 1. There is then
a three-parameter family {H,A, g0} of regular solutions at ρ→ 0, with asymptotics
F = 1 +
nH2
2
ρ2 +O(ρ4)
G2 = ρ2
(
1 +
(
−2
9
− 2nH
2
3
− A
2
2
)
ρ2 +O(ρ4)
)
gs = g0
(
1− 4 + 3A
2
12
ρ2 +O(ρ4)
)
a = 1 + Aρ2 +O(ρ4) .
(3.10)
These solutions are continuously connected to the supersymmetric, nonsingular MN
solution, for which
{H,A, g0}MN =
{
0,−2
3
, g0
}
. (3.11)
Here, g0 is the string coupling at ρ = 0. In addition to this supersymmetry preserving
solution (3.11), there is an infinite discrete sequence of non-BPS excitation in the MN
model with finite four-dimensional energy density [11], {H,A, g0} = {0, ak, g0} , k =
0, 1, . . . where ak ∈ (−2,−2/3] and a0 = −2/3. The generic solution {H,A, g0} =
{0, A, g0} has infinite four-dimensional energy density [11].
In general, the boundary conditions (3.10) describe de Sitter deformations of glob-
ally regular (non-BPS) excitation of the MN model. To see this, let us look at the
ρ→∞ asymptotics of a generic solution to (3.7) with G(ρ→ +∞)→ +∞,
F = (3nH2ρ)1/2 + · · ·
G2 = ρ+ · · ·
gs = g0
(
ρ3/4e−ρ + · · · )
a = Υρ−1/2 (1 + · · · ) + Cρ1/2e−2ρ (1 + · · · ) ,
(3.12)
where · · · denote corrections which are subdominant as ρ → ∞. We have confirmed
by numerical integration that G(ρ → ∞) → +∞, provided we start integrating with
the boundary condition (b) in (3.9). In this way, the integration constants Υ and C in
(3.12) become functions of H , A in (3.10).
Now apart from F (which we argued on physical grounds must diverge as ρ→∞),
all the remaining functions have the same leading asymptotics as a generic {0, A, g0}
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solution [11]. In fact, apart from a, the leading asymptotics coincide with the BPS
solution of MN. Moreover, the gauge potential a has the same leading asymptotics as
in the MN solution provided
Υ = 0 . (3.13)
In [11], the condition (3.13) was found to be necessary for the non-BPS excita-
tion to have finite four-dimensional energy density. In other word, the discrete set of
parameters ak are just the zeros of Υ(H = 0, A),
Υ(H = 0, A = ak) = 0, k = 0, 1, . . . . (3.14)
However, this “energy” of the gravitational background was computed in [11] using the
general definition of [23], valid for static backgrounds. In our time-dependent case, it is
not clear why we should impose (3.13) based on considerations of energy, which is not
a conserved quantity in de Sitter space. From the perspective of getting a consistent
time-dependent string theory background what we need is that the de Sitter deformed
geometry smoothly reduces to the supersymmetric MN background as H → 0. This
will be the case for any A = −2
3
+ O(nH2). Generically, Υ(H,A = −2
3
+ O(nH2)) =
O(nH2) 6= 0. Actually, it must in principle also be possible to modify A = −2/3
perturbatively in nH2 to enforce (3.13) for H 6= 0. We verified this numerically for
nH2 ∼ 1. The important point is that even without this condition, all our solutions
reduce for H = 0 to regular excitations of the MN model.
To summarize, the analyticity in H of the deformed equations (3.7) and of the
boundary conditions (3.10) guarantees that for nH2 ≪ 1, our solutions will be regular
deformations of the non-singular MN solution, and thus should describe consistent
(and in particular stable) time-dependent backgrounds of string theory. The same
analyticity argument implies that for nH2 ≪ 1, the supergravity approximation for
the deformed MN geometry is valid if the supersymmetric MN background is a valid
supergravity background. The same applies to string loop corrections. They are small
in the deformed geometry, provided they were small to begin with.
An interesting open question is what will happen with de Sitter deformation of the
non-singular MN solution for nH2 ≫ 1? Recall that if we deform starting from the
non-singular solution, chiral symmetry remains broken. On the other hand, from the
dual gauge theory perspective, we expect chiral symmetry restoration in the regime
nH2 ≫ 1. Such chirally symmetric solutions indeed exist—they are just solutions with
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(a) boundary condition in (3.9). In Appendix A we argue that the chirally symmetric
solution exist only above a certain critical value of the Hubble parameter Hcritical. We
identify this as a signature of chiral symmetry restoration in the de Sitter deformed
MN model. But: Can this phase transition be seen from the broken phase as well?
And if so, what is the critical Hubble parameter in this case? We hope to address these
issues in a future publication.
Discussion
We have shown here that the gauge/gravity correspondence of Maldacena for UV-
consistent gauge theories with a mass gap in the IR is a convenient starting point for
constructing consistent time-dependent string theory backgrounds. Unfortunately, this
approach is of little practical use in attempts to generate phenomenologically viable
cosmologies. The reason for this is a technical problem rather than a conceptual one.
One of the simplifications that allowed us to study the de Sitter deformation of the MN
model in some detail was that the resulting type IIB equations of motion were ordinary
differential equations. We will not go into details on this here, but it is straightforward
to verify that the only time-dependent deformation of the Minkowski background which
does not introduce time-dependence in various warp-factors in the geometry or for the
fluxes and the dilaton are the gauge theory metric deformations
ds2Rd,1 → −dt2 + e2Ht ds2Rd ,
ds2Rd,1 → −dt2 +
1
H2
cosh2Ht ds2Sd .
(3.15)
The first of these is just a de Sitter deformation in the accelerating patch, the second
is the de Sitter deformation we have studied here. For generic time-dependent defor-
mations we find, for instance, that the off-diagonal ρ-t component of the Ricci tensor
(vanishing in the original background) becomes nonzero. Once time dependence is re-
quired in warp factors (in addition to the radial dependence), the equations of motion
become partial differential equations. Analyzing the solutions becomes then much more
challenging. Thus for all practical purposes “time-dependent” backgrounds from de-
formations of the gauge/gravity correspondence are actually “de Sitter” backgrounds.
But the Universe we live in was not de Sitter at all times! For one reason, the inflation
should have stopped (or substantially slowed down) over a period of time to allow
the large scale structure formation we observe today. So ultimately, for constructing
time-dependent backgrounds with potential phenomenological interest, we will have to
consider alternative methods.
4 Time dependence from analytical continuation
In the previous section we discussed time-dependent backgrounds for string theory from
the perspective of the deformation of the Maldacena gauge/gravity correspondence.
The presence of a dual gauge theory description of the backgrounds, which here is a
gauge theory formulated in de Sitter space, allowed for a simple physical argument for
the consistency of the constructed supergravity backgrounds. We explained technical
difficulties arising from the attempts of extending this construction to more generic
time-dependent string theory backgrounds, as would be desirable for phenomenological
reasons. More promising in this regard is the approach recently followed in [25], where
it was shown that a double analytical continuation of a higher-dimensional Kerr black
hole yields a cosmological solution with a de Sitter phase ending in a Milne phase at
late times.
By itself, analytical continuation of a given string theory background does not
provide insights into its physical properties, such as stability and consistency of string
propagation. Nonetheless, analytical continuation is a very useful technical tool for (at
least) constructing time-dependent solutions of the supergravity equations of motion.
In the following two sections, we will take this approach and ask what other types of
“analytical continuation” we can perform, and what are the resulting time-dependent
backgrounds. We concentrate mainly on construction techniques, rather than attempt
to present an exhaustive study of the proposed time-dependent backgrounds.
Incidentally, the de Sitter deformations we have studied in the previous section can
also be thought of as analytical continuation of the gauge theory background after
compactification, in the sequence4:
Rd,1 → Sd+1 → dSd+1 . (4.1)
But while the authors of [25] generated new solutions as analytical continuations of
previously known ones, the chain (4.1) requires finding a new supergravity solution at
the first step, because of the compactification.
One reason that the analytical continuations in [25] were rather straightforward is
that the backgrounds discussed there were purely gravitational. A generic supergravity
4This has also been observed by Arkady Tseytlin.
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solution is supported by fluxes, and typically, the naively analytically continued metric
ends up being supported by imaginary fluxes, to which it is hard to assign a physical
meaning. In the next section we demonstrate how beginning with a certain class
of backgrounds with fluxes one can perform an analytical continuation resulting in
backgrounds with only real fluxes. The additional ingredient that allows achieving this
is T-duality or, more generally, mirror symmetry.
The idea is to exploit the fact that supersymmetric string compactification are
characterized by (complexified) Ka¨hler moduli and complex structure moduli, which
are exchanged under T-duality or mirror symmetry. The only part that can involve
fluxes is the real part of the Ka¨hler moduli, which is the NS-NS two-form potential.
Therefore, if the original complex structure moduli were purely imaginary, the dual
background could be purely gravitational. Of course, to really produce a non-trivial
flux this way, the original geometry has to involve a certain fibration, with Ka¨hler
moduli varying over some base. Also note that in thinking about the dual space in
terms of a purely metrical background, we are neglecting all stringy (e.g., worldsheet
instanton) corrections that are crucial for mirror symmetry. The basic example for all
this is the NS5-brane in type IIB string theory, which is T-dual to a certain type IIA
background involving N = 2 minimal models without fluxes [34].
Given such a geometry, W, that is dual to a background with fluxes, M, we can
perform naive analytical continuation resulting in a time-dependent, purely gravita-
tional background (neglecting stringy corrections), iW. Finally, dualizing back will
result in a new time-dependent background with real fluxes, M˜. Schematically, we
have,
M−→W −→ iW −→ M˜ . (4.2)
We make this explicit in section 5, where we perform the sequence of transforma-
tions (4.2) starting from the exactly soluble string theory background describing the
throat geometry of the near-extremal flat NS5-branes in type IIB string theory.
Another procedure for constructing time-dependent solutions can be described as
follows. In general, the difficult step in finding supergravity solutions is to find an
ansatz and gauge that can be solved by solving reasonable (i.e., ordinary) differential
equations. Usually, the solutions of these equations become complex upon analytical
continuation. But if instead of continuing the solutions, one continues the original
ansatz, one can look for real (physical) solutions of the resulting analytically continued
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equations. In terms of the original equations, these are of course imaginary solutions,
in general. We will follow this procedure in section 6, where we discuss the analytical
continuation of the usual D-brane solutions. The supergravity equations of motion
describing flat D-branes are ordinary differential equations in the radial coordinate
transverse to the brane. In the continuation, this radial coordinate becomes the time
direction. We will refer to the solutions of these equations as iD-branes. Some of
these solutions are special cases of the time-dependent solutions recently discussed
in [26]. We should also point out that these solutions can not be S-branes in the sense
introduced in [24]. Certain aspects of obtaining genuine spacelike branes as the decay
process of unstable D-branes will be discussed in a separate publication [56].
5 Analytical continuation via T-duality
In this section, we illustrate the idea of analytical continuation of supergravity back-
grounds with fluxes following steps (4.2) with the example of the throat (near-horizon)
geometry of the near extremal NS5-branes in type IIB string theory.
The relevant NS5-brane geometry was described in [13]. The string frame metric is
(in units where α′ = 1),
ds2st = dx
2
5 + k
(− tanh2 ρ dt2 + dρ2)+ k dΩ23 , (5.1)
where we take the S3 metric
dΩ23 = dθ
2 + cos2 θ dψ2 + sin2 θ dλ2 . (5.2)
There is also NS-NS two-form potential B2 and dilaton Φ
B2 = k sin
2 θ dλ ∧ dψ
e2Φ =
k
µ cosh2 ρ
.
(5.3)
In above equations, k is the number of NS5-branes, and µ is related to the energy
density above the extremality. The radial coordinate ρ ∈ [0,∞). String propagation
in this geometry corresponds to an “exact conformal field theory”
C1 × C2 × C3 ≡ [SL(2,R)/U (1)]k × SU (2)k × R5 , (5.4)
where the coset C1
[SL(2,R)/U (1)]k (5.5)
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parameterized by (ρ, t) in (5.1), is the 2-d black hole of [46]; the 3-sphere (θ, ψ, λ) along
with the B2-field is described by the C2 ≡ SU (2)k WZW model; and R5 is a free CFT
describing noncompact directions along the NS5-branes. The central charges of the
three conformal theories in (5.4) are[
3(k + 2)
k
− 1 + 2 · 1
2
]
×
[
3(k − 2)
k
+ 3 · 1
2
]
×
[
5 · 3
2
]
= 15 , (5.6)
respectively. The above background is our starting point, M, in (4.2).
Notice that we cannot perform any analytical continuation of M directly. For
instance, consider the naive analytical continuation ρ→ iρ. This is actually a contin-
uation of the coset CFT C1 to a negative level k → −k. As a result, the total central
charge of the background would no longer be 15, unless we continue the WZW CFT
to negative level as well. However, the latter continuation must be accompanied by an
analytical continuation of the 3-sphere S3 → H3,
(θ, ψ, λ) −→ (iθ, iψ, λ) , (5.7)
in order to have a single time direction. But now, from (5.3), the two-form potential
becomes purely imaginary.
To find a physical analytical continuation of this background, following (4.2), we
have to a find a mirror, purely geometric background, W. In our case the appropriate
mirror symmetry is that of the WZW CFT
C2 −→W2 ≡
[
U (1)× SU (2)k
U (1)
]/
Zk . (5.8)
At the level of the target space metric, the cover of W2 corresponds to
ds2W2 = k dψ
2 + k(dθ2 + cot2 θ dβ2)
B
(W2)
2 = 0
ΦW2 = − ln sin θ + const ,
(5.9)
where ψ is the U (1) coordinate, and (θ, β) parameterize the N = 2 minimal model
in (5.8). The Zk orbifold generator acts in the usual way. At this level, the mirror
symmetry (5.8) is nothing but T-duality along the Killing vector field
vK =
1
k
( ∂
∂β
+
∂
∂ψ
)
, (5.10)
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where the dual variable is what is called λ in (5.2).
Now we can implement the third step in (4.2) by taking
W2 −→ iW2 : (ψ, θ, β) −→ (ψ, iθ, iβ) (5.11)
along with
C1 −→ iC1 : (ρ, t)→ (ρ, it) . (5.12)
Notice that the transformations (5.11) and (5.12) do not change the central charge,
thus [iC1] × [iW2] × C3 is still a critical superstring background. Furthermore, the
background for iW2 becomes
ds2W2 → ds2iW2 ≡ k dψ2 + k(−dθ2 + coth2 θ dβ2)
ΦW2 → ΦiW2 ≡ − ln sinh θ + const ,
(5.13)
which is nothing but (U (1) times) the T-dual (along β direction) of an SL(2,R)/U (1)
coset at negative level −k. Such a coset was recently studied [54] in the context
of strings probing a cosmological singularity. We will comment on the cosmological
singularity of this coset and the relevance of its T-dual (5.13) in some detail in section
7 of this paper.
The final step of (4.2) is just a T-duality of [iC1] × [iW2] × C3 along the isometry
(5.10). The resulting geometry is
ds2
M˜
= dx25 + k
(
tanh2 ρ dt2 + dρ2
)− k dθ2 + k
1 + coth2 θ
{
coth2 θ dψ2 + dλ2
}
BM˜2 = B
(iW2)
2 =
k
1 + coth2 θ
dλ ∧ dψ
ΦM˜ = ΦiW2 = − ln(cosh ρ cosh θ)−
1
2
ln(1 + tanh2 θ) + const .
(5.14)
The background in (5.14) has everywhere small curvature in string units for k ≫ 1
and has small string coupling for large negative constant in the dilaton expression.
Moreover, it corresponds to an exactly soluble CFT. We do not have a simple argument
settling the question of stability of (5.14). Note that the starting point M, eq. (5.1),
is unstable, as shown in [57]. However, it is not clear whether this instability has
anything to do with instabilities of M˜. For example, one could literally repeat the
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steps of (4.2) starting from N = 2 supersymmetric background corresponding to NS5-
branes wrapped on S2 [58–60]. Finally, we note that the metric written in (5.14) has
an apparent singularity at θ = 0, as the S1 parameterized by λ shrinks to zero size.
This is a Milne-type coordinate singularity, some thoughts about which are presented
in section 7 below.
6 iD-branes
We now turn to the alternate method for constructing analytically continued solutions
from known ones, outlined at the end of section 4. Specifically, we will apply this
method starting from the usual D-brane solutions [33]. Recall that flat D-branes (or
NS5-branes) can be obtained as solutions of dilaton-Einstein-Maxwell gravity with the
Einstein-frame action
S =
∫
d10x
√−g
(
R− 1
2
(∂Φ)2 − 1
2q!
eaΦF 2[q]
)
. (6.1)
Here, F[q] is the q-form field strength sourced by the brane, and a is the dilaton coupling.
For the NS5-brane, q = 3 and a = −1, and for a D8−q-brane, a = (5 − q)/2. The
equations of motions derived from (6.1) are
Rµν − 1
2
∂µΦ∂νΦ− e
aΦ
2(q − 1)!
[
Fµα2···αqFν
α2···αq − q − 1
8q
F 2[q]gµν
]
= 0
∂µ
(√−geaΦF µα2···αq) = 0
1√−g∂µ
(√−g∂µΦ)− a
2q!
eaΦF 2[q] = 0 .
(6.2)
The metric ansatz for a flat D8−q-brane is
ds2E = e
2Adρ2 + e2B
(−dt2 + dx28−q)+ e2CdΩ2q , (6.3)
where dΩ2q is a metric on a round S
q of unit size, and the warp factors A, B, and C
depend only on the radial coordinate ρ. In addition, the field strength is taken to be
F[q] = b vol(S
q) , (6.4)
where b is a constant related to the total charge of the brane. Finally, the dilaton
Φ depends on ρ only. For the above ansatz the supergravity equations of motion
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(6.2) reduce to a coupled system of second order ordinary differential equations in the
variable ρ (p ≡ 9− q)
p
(
B′′ + (B′)2 − B′A′)+ q (C ′′ + (C ′)2 − C ′A′)+ 1
2
(Φ′)
2 − (q − 1)b
2
16
eaΦ+2A−2qC = 0
B′′ − B′A′ + p (B′)2 + qB′C ′ − (q − 1)b
2
16
eaΦ+2A−2qC = 0
C ′′ − C ′A′ + q (C ′)2 + pB′C ′ − e2A−2C(q − 1) + pb
2
16
eaΦ+2A−2qC = 0
(
epB+qC−AΦ′
)′ − 1
2
ab2eaΦ+A−qC+pB = 0 .
(6.5)
The equations (6.5) have the familiar D-brane solution [33]
Φ =
q − 5
4
lnH
A =
p
16
lnH
B =
1− q
16
lnH
C = ln ρ+
p
16
lnH ,
(6.6)
with
H = 1 +
b
(q − 1)ρq−1 . (6.7)
Can we analytically continue these solutions to time-dependent ones? Let us con-
sider taking
(t, ρ) −→ (iρ, it) . (6.8)
Under (6.8) the solution (6.6) becomes unphysical. Indeed, e2C → −e2C , and so in
order to have a single time direction, we have to analytically continue the q-sphere
transverse to the D-branes to the q-dimensional hyperbolic space, Sq → Hq. If q is odd
as in type IIB string theory, vol(Sq) → ivol(Hq). In addition, reality of the harmonic
function H requires real b. Thus the q-form flux (6.4) becomes purely imaginary. On
the other hand, if q is even as in type IIA string theory, vol(Sq) → vol(Hq). But now
the reality of H requires b→ ib—so again we end up with an imaginary flux (6.4).
A very simple way to circumvent the above obstacle is to analytically continue the
supergravity equations (6.5), rather than their solutions (6.6)! Clearly, the analytically
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continued equations are real and their solutions describe time-dependent backgrounds
of the form
ds2E = −e2Adt2 + e2B
(
dρ2 + dx28−q
)
+ e2CdΩ2q , (6.9)
with fluxes given by (6.4). Now all the warp factors and the dilaton depend on time.
The analytically continued equations may have real (physical!) solution which were
missed by the analytical continuation of the original solutions. The D-brane example
discussed in this section is precisely of this type. In the gauge
−A + pB + qC = 0 , (6.10)
the analytically continued equations (6.5) become just the equations studied in [26]
in the context of constructing supergravity solutions corresponding to S-branes. More
precisely, the solutions found in [26] fall in different classes depending on the signature
of the curvature of the transverse space. The solutions (6.9) are those that have σ = +1
in [26] (spherical transverse space).
We mention that these iD-branes are rather different from the spacelike branes pro-
posed in [24]. Indeed, the solutions (6.9) have an SO(q+ 1) “R-symmetry”, instead of
SO(q, 1) spontaneously broken down to SO(q), as suggested by the original arguments
in [24]. Moreover, the fluxes sourced by these branes do not match the S-brane require-
ments. As explained in [24], even and odd codimension S-branes should have physically
very different fluxes. The former should source a flux spreading only on their lightcone,
while the flux produced by the latter should spread inside the entire lightcone of the
branes. Here, the flux is always distributed over the entire sphere. Finally, it is easy
to see that the ansatz (6.9) does not admit any asymptotically flat solution, and so is
unlikely to correspond to the dynamical decay of an unstable D-brane system in string
theory, which should produce just the closed string vacuum.
The physical meaning of the iD-branes (apart from the fact that they are super-
gravity backgrounds) is somewhat unclear. One of their properties is that they have a
Big Crunch singularity in the future and a Big Bang singularity in the past [26]. To
close this section, we briefly discuss a less trivial example of our solution-generating
technique. Namely, we present solutions corresponding to wrapped versions of the
above iD-branes. The motivation to construct these solutions is to check whether or
not the wrapping can resolve the cosmological singularity of the flat branes. Explicitly,
we will consider iNS5-branes wrapped on S2 obtained from analytical continuation of
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the MN background [8]. The result is a time-dependent supergravity background with
five non-compact directions5.
iNS5 wrapped on S2
The supergravity equations of motion describing the MN background are given in (3.7)
with F ≡ 1 and H = 0. The analytically continued equations ρ→ it and t→ iρ are
0 =
[
a′
g2s
]′
+
a(a2 − 1)
g2sG
2
0 =
[
(G2)′
g2s
]′
− (a
2 − 1)2 −G2[(a′)2 + 4]
2g2sG
2
0 =
[
G2
(
1
g2s
)′]′
+
(a2 − 1)2 + 2G2[8G2 − (a′)2]
4g2sG
2
0 = 2G2
[
8G2 (g′s)
2
+ 4g2s (G
′)
2 − 4 (G2)′ (g2s)′ − g2s (a′)2]
− g2s
[(
a2 − 1)2 − 8G2 (1 + 2G2)] .
(6.11)
These equations describe the time-dependent background
ds2st = dx
2
4 + n
(
−dt2 +G2dΩ22 +
1
4
∑
a
(ωa −Aa)2
)
, (6.12)
with a 3-form flux given by (3.4), and a time-dependent string coupling gs.
For simplicity, we only consider solutions invariant under t ↔ −t. Nonsingular
solutions to (6.11) are characterized by two integration constants g0 ≡ gs|t=0 and
G0 ≡ G|t=0. The asymptotics are
G = G0 +
4G20 + 1
2G0
t2 +O(t4)
gs = g0
(
1 +
4G20 + 1
2G0
t2 +O(t4)
)
a = a0 − a0(a
2
0 − 1)
G20
t2 ++O(t4) ,
(6.13)
where
a0 =
√
1± 2
√
4G40 + 2G
2
0 . (6.14)
5Applying this analytical continuation to NS5-branes wrapped on S3 constructed in [61] gives rise
to a four-dimensional time-dependent superstring background.
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Notice that G has positive second derivative at t = 0, thus the boundary condition
(6.13) describes a cosmological solution of (6.11) with a bounce at t = 0. What happens
to our solutions at late/early times? We verified numerically for both branches of (6.14)
that the bounce always ends up in a Big Crunch and starts at a Big Bang singularity.
Physically, it is not surprising that the bounce solutions is singular. We would expect
that a nonsingular solution asymptotically would correspond to decompactification of
S2, i.e., would describe the flat iNS5 brane of (6.9). It is straightforward to verify that
there is no solution of (6.9) with B = C + const, which follows from the metric ansatz
(6.12). On the other hand, it can be checked that (6.12) is the most general metric
ansatz invariant under time reversal.
7 Strings in cosmological WZW models and Milne universe
In this section, we analyze a worldsheet description of strings at a cosmological sin-
gularity. The model we study is related to the well-known Witten’s black hole back-
ground [46] by analytic continuation. Hence, it is equivalent to a certain gauged WZW
model, based on SL(2,R)/U (1), analytically continued to negative level. The associ-
ated sigma-model is a two-dimensional cosmology, with a singularity of Milne type,
i.e., it is locally of the form
ds2 = −dt2 + λ2t2dr2 , (7.1)
where r is periodic with period 2π.
The Milne singularity and similar background have been discussed recently in a
number of works [36–44, 53, 54]. Since the singularities are orbifolds, one is tempted
to expect that a natural extension of classical methods should suffice. However, it has
not been possible so far to fully understand the singularity using all available methods
from ordinary Euclidean orbifolds. For example, the deformation of the theory by a
tachyon v.e.v. does not smooth the metric [39]. The existence of closed timelike curves
poses genuine problems for physics [53,54]. Moreover, the null orbifolds of [41] (which
do not suffer from closed timelike curves) are unstable to timelike orbifolds [41,42,44].
The purpose of this section of our paper is to point out that there is a surprising way
in which string propagation near the Milne singularity, obtained as a limit of an “exactly
solvable” WZW model, might be less singular than at first expected. More precisely,
we observe that the winding modes of the string see a non-singular background metric.
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Figure 1: Penrose diagram for the metric (7.2). Depending on the sign of k, this
represents a black hole or a cosmological background.
Since winding modes are the lightest near the singularity, it is physically reasonable to
use those as a probe of the geometry, and of the presence of a singularity. We hasten to
emphasize, however, that the following observations can not be viewed as compelling
evidence, let alone a proof, that strings fully resolve the singularity. For example, we
do not address the problems associated with closed timelike curves. Moreover, the
string coupling in the winding mode picture appears to diverge, invalidating string
perturbation theory. Nonetheless, we pursue the question what is the cosmological
interpretation of the gauged WZW model, and, assuming that the latter is well-defined,
why is the cosmology.
Let us begin by recalling the two-dimensional black hole metric and dilaton [46]
ds2 = −k du dv
1− uv , Φ = −
1
4
ln(1− uv)2 , (7.2)
where k > 0. The Penrose diagram for this metric is depicted in fig. 1. A change of
coordinates brings the metric into the form
ds2 = k(dρ2 − tanh2 ρ dτ 2) , Φ = −1
2
ln cosh2 ρ , (7.3)
which covers the asymptotically flat regions of spacetime. An analytical continuation
t → iθ yields the popular semi-infinite cigar metric, but this is not the analytical
continuation that we are interested in here. Instead, we note that, as was exploited
for instance in [52], the metric (7.3) with negative k has a cosmological interpretation:
The scale factor of space goes to zero in a finite proper time. Of course, there is no
real singularity there unless one compactifies space, as we will do in a moment. The
maximally extended spacetime then is just fig. 1 rotated by 90◦.
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The important point of ref. [46] was that the metric (7.3) and its analytical continu-
ation to the semi-infinite cigar can be obtained as the leading order effective spacetime
metric associated with a certain gauged WZW model [47]. More precisely, the group
SL(2,R) has two non-degenerate subgroups, a compact U (1)− of negative signature,
and a non-compact U (1)+ of positive signature (we endow the SL(2,R) group man-
ifold with the metric of signature (+,+,−)). Starting from the WZW model based
on SL(2,R) at level k > 0, one can construct new models by gauging the various
subgroups. Gauging U (1)− can obviously only give the Euclidean black hole, while
gauging U (1)+ gives (7.3).
Furthermore, for each of these subgroups, there is the choice of axial or vector
gauging. As discussed in detail in [48,50,51], the two ways of gauging are expected to
result in isomorphic conformal field theories up to charge conjugation of the left-moving
sector of the string. But the effective metrics associated with axial and vector gauging
are different, rather as in ordinary T-duality or mirror symmetry. For instance, the
metric dual to (7.3) is given by
ds2 = k(dρ2 − coth2 ρ dτ˜ 2) , Φ = −1
2
ln sinh2 ρ , (7.4)
which can be viewed as local T-duality on the τ isometry.
As explained above, our interest is to view (7.3) or (7.4) as a cosmological back-
ground, which formally amounts to taking k negative and writing
ds2 = |k|(−dt2 + tanh2 t dr2) , Φ = −1
2
ln cosh2 t , (7.5)
ds2 = |k|(−dt2 + coth2 t dr2) , Φ = −1
2
ln sinh2 t , (7.6)
respectively. Compactifying the r direction and taking the limit t→ 0 obviously results
in the Milne universe (7.1) and its conical singularity [54], or its T-dual version with a
curvature singularity, i.e.,
ds2 = −dt2 + λ−2t−2dr2 , Φ = − ln |t| . (7.7)
It is a reasonable question to ask whether any stringy mechanism could resolve or
explain the apparent spacelike singularities in either of (7.1), (7.5), (7.6), or (7.7). We
will here present an observation concerning the possibility that α′ corrections respec-
tively the presence of winding modes can regulate the singularity.
As reviewed above, the metrics (7.3), (7.4) appear in the σ-model that to first order
governs the effective dynamics of strings described by the gauged WZW model. This
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was derived in [46] by simply integrating out the gauge field, which is exact in the
k →∞ limit. In [48], a careful comparison of the zero-mode energy of the string with
the target-space Laplacian revealed that the exact metrics should in fact be
ds2 = k
(
dρ2 − tanh
2 ρ
1− 2
k
tanh2 ρ
dτ 2
)
, Φ = −1
2
ln cosh2 ρ (1− 2
k
tanh2 ρ)1/2 ,
(7.8)
ds2 = k
(
dρ2 − coth
2 ρ
1− 2
k
coth2 ρ
dτ 2
)
, Φ = −1
2
ln sinh2 ρ (1− 2
k
coth2 ρ)1/2 . (7.9)
It was shown in [49] that the first few terms in a 1/k expansion of these expressions
solve the known low-loop beta-functions of the σ-model. Since k has dimensions of
(length)2, these corrections should therefore be viewed as α′ corrections of the σ-model
metric. Writing the metrics (7.8), (7.9) might then seem like a resummation of all
α′ corrections, which is particularly touchy for (7.4), where the curvature diverges.
However, in the absence of a general rule for extracting a metric from an “exactly
solvable”, algebraically defined, conformal field theory model such as the gauged WZW
model, the method used in [48] seems a reasonable way to proceed.
We now make the same naive analytical continuation as before, and compactify r.
This yields the α′ corrected versions of (7.5) and (7.6),
ds2 = k(−dt2 + tanh
2 t
1 + 2
k
tanh2 t
dr2
)
, Φ = −1
2
ln cosh2 t (1 + 2
k
tanh2 t)1/2 ,
(7.10)
ds2 = k
(−dt2 + coth2 t
1 + 2
k
coth2 t
dr2
)
, Φ = −1
2
ln sinh2 t (1 + 2
k
coth2 t)1/2 . (7.11)
The interesting aspect of these metrics is that while the circle in (7.10) still shrinks
to zero size at t = 0, the circle in (7.11) that before was growing indefinitely, causing
the curvature to diverge, now reaches a maximum size at t = 0, of order k/
√
α′. Note
that T-duality of these two metrics is not realized simply as inversion of the size of the
circle. This is as expected because α′ corrections should not commute with small/large
duality in string theory.
We interpret this as follows. The metric (7.10) governs ordinary particles or point-
like strings moving on our two-dimensional cosmology; such objects follow geodesics.
The metric has a conical singularity of Milne type near t = 0, and is not geodesically
complete. From the orbifold point of view, and also from the WZW perspective [54],
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this suggests the presence of extra regions of spacetime with closed timelike curves
(called “whiskers” in ref. [53]). On the other hand, the T-dual metric (7.11) governs
pointlike strings in the T-dual space, which from the original point of view are wind-
ing strings. The non-singularity of this metric signals that strings wound around the
r-direction in our two-dimensional cosmology (7.10) might propagate through without
too much difficulty.
We thus see an inherently stringy mechanism that makes the origin of this cos-
mological model look less singular than appears for ordinary particles, and thereby
constitutes a partial answer to the question raised above. But clearly, the picture is far
from being complete. We end this section with pointing out a few more open issues.
One might object that the metric (7.10) in the original picture before T-duality still
has a shrinking circle, and therefore we have not “resolved” the singularity. However,
this is as in ordinary Euclidean orbifolds, even those that can actually be resolved to
a smooth manifold, such as the famous A1 singularity which can be blown up to the
Eguchi-Hanson space. The only reasonable metric one can write down for the orbifold
is the singular one. String theory is only non-singular because twisted/winding modes
do not care so much about the original metric.
One might ask the question what happens if we throw an ordinary particle or a string
without winding into this cosmology. In particular, it was shown in [44] that such a
particle causes an insurmountable amount of backreaction on the geometry. We do not
know how this could be avoided in our picture.
It might be possible and interesting to see directly a change of the metric (7.7) for
the T-dual of Milne for which the circle near t = 0 has a finite size. It would be also
interesting see what other “exactly solvable” cosmological backgrounds, such as the
Nappi-Witten model [55], look like when treated in this way.
Our discussion has been purely in the context of the bosonic string. In particular,
the beta functions that are solved to low order by the above metrics are those for the
bosonic σ-model. For the superstring, worldsheet supersymmetry changes the struc-
ture of the beta functions, and it is claimed that actually the tree-level metrics are
exact, at least for Euclidean spacetime signature. An obvious question then is whether
this is still the case for the Minkowskian spacetime signature, and, if the answer is
positive, why adding the fermions has such a drastic effect on the way the winding
modes probe the geometry.
An important issue that we have been suppressing so far concerns the strength of
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the string coupling gs near the singularity, i.e., whether a perturbative description can
be expected at all. Clearly, the dilaton in (7.10) is finite and constant near t = 0, but
blows up in the T-dual version (7.11), which includes α′ corrections. We could now
perform S-duality gs → 1/gs in order to end up with a perturbative string description.
However, the string frame metric of the target space becomes ds2string → 1/gs ds2string ,
so that now the full target space shrinks to zero size with a curvature singularity at
t = 0. Thus it appears that the our resolution of the locally Milne singularity results
in a Big Crunch singularity instead6.
8 Summary
In this paper, we have presented a number of attempts at time dependence in string
theory and supergravity, with an emphasis on some practical computations. Let us
summarize our main results here.
Deformations of the gauge/gravity correspondence are a convenient tool for study-
ing various phenomena associated with singularities in supergravity backgrounds. As
we have shown here, following up on [16], these deformations also gives a very control-
lable way of introducing time dependence in supergravity and the dual field theories.
For example, chiral symmetry restoration in de Sitter space can be easily studied in
the holographic dual. From a phenomenological point of view, however, it is somewhat
unfortunate that deformations other than de Sitter space become technically rather
involved.
A more straightforward way of introducing time dependence is through analytical
continuation. Although one loses some control over stability and well-definedness, it
is by far the simplest tool to generate time-dependent solutions of supergravity. One
of the practical obstacles in applying the procedure in supergravity is the reality of
fluxes. In this paper, we have pointed out that there are in fact some ways in which
analytical continuation connects backgrounds with real fluxes only. In principle, this
allows the construction of a wide variety of time-dependent backgrounds, of which we
have presented a few simpler ones here.
Analytical continuation is also a useful tool at the level of the string worldsheet.
In particular, exactly solvable string worldsheets with Euclidean target space allow
at least a formal continuation to Minkowskian signature. Under the assumption that
6We would like to thank Gary Horowitz and Joe Polchinski for discussions on this.
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one can carry over also certain non-perturbative worldsheet results, we have argued
here that they can teach us something about how strings perceive simple cosmological
singularities such as the Milne singularity.
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A Chiral symmetry restoration of MN model in de Sitter
In sections 2 and 3 we argued that the chiral symmetry that is broken in the nonsin-
gular supersymmetric MN model [8] should be restored in a de Sitter background for
sufficiently large Hubble parameter. In this appendix we present details supporting
the claim.
The appropriate equations describing de Sitter deformation of the MN model are
given by (3.7) and (3.8), with (a) type boundary condition of (3.9). Unbroken chiral
symmetry in the gauge theory implies a ≡ 0 in the dual supergravity. Solutions regular
as ρ→ 0 are characterized by three parameters H , G0, and g0, with asymptotics
F 2 = nH2ρ2
(
1− 16G
2
0 + 8G0 − 1
240G20
ρ2 +O(ρ4)
)
G2 = G0 +
4G0 − 1
20G0
ρ2 +O(ρ4)
g−2s = g
−2
0
(
1 +
16G20 + 1
40G20
ρ2 +O(ρ4)
)
.
(A.1)
Here, G
1/2
0 is the size of the S
2 at ρ = 0, and g0 is the string coupling at ρ = 0. It seems
that the important parameter in (A.1) isG0, and notH , which we have claimed controls
chiral symmetry restoration. However, as we discuss below, the Hubble parameter
H which fixes the scale of the gauge theory background, is related to the first two
parameters by the scale dependence of the gauge theory coupling. For now, we analyze
the G0 dependence of the solutions.
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Starting from (A.1), we expect that as ρ→∞ (UV from the gauge theory perspec-
tive), we recover the asymptotics of the flat LST for the physical solution representing
the chirally symmetric phase of the MN model in the de Sitter. It turns out that the
asymptotics at ρ → ∞ depend on whether G0 < 14 or G0 > 14 . In the first case, the
solution develops a singularity at some finite ρ = ρ∗(G0), while in the latter case we
indeed find the flat LST asymptotics.
We begin with the special case G0 =
1
4
. With (A.1) we find from (3.7) G ≡ 1
2
.
Introducing a new radial coordinate
r ≡ F
n1/2H
, (A.2)
we find from (3.7) the following first order equation for f ≡ r[ln gs]′
f ′ = −(f − 1)(f − 3)(3f + 4r
2)
r(2r2 + 3)
. (A.3)
The boundary condition (A.1) then translates into
f = −4
5
r2 − 16
175
r4 +O(r6) . (A.4)
Though we can not find an exact analytical solution to (A.3), the r → ∞ asymptotic
can be easily extracted
f(r →∞) = −4
3
r2 + 1 +O(1/r2) . (A.5)
The complete string frame metric of the special G0 =
1
4
solution reads
ds2st = nH
2r2
[
−dt2 + 1
H2
cosh2Ht dΩ23
]
+ n
(
△2dr2 + 1
4
ds2
T˜ 1,1
)
≡ n (r2dS24 +△2dr2)+ n4 ds2T˜ 1,1 ,
(A.6)
where
△2 = (f − 1)(f − 3)
3 + 2r2
, (A.7)
and
ds2
T˜ 1,1
≡ dθ˜2 + sin2 θ˜dφ˜2 + dθ2 + sin2 θdψ2 + (dφ+ cos θdψ − cos θ˜dφ˜)2 . (A.8)
The T˜ 1,1 metric above along with the corresponding NS-NS background (3.4) was
identified in [20] as target space of the simplest representative in the class of SU (2)×SU (2)
U (1)
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coset sigma models introduced in [21]. In [20] conformal invariance of this coset was
checked in the 3-loop approximation, and the expectation is that this background is an
exact NS-NS string solution to all orders in α′. The same coset appears in the “special
Abelian solution” of the non-BPS excitation of the MN model [11]. This “special
Abelian solution” has an infrared singularity due to the linear dilaton. Thus we are
led to the conclusion that our special G0 =
1
4
solution is a de Sitter regularization of
the singular “special Abelian solution” of [11]. The exact central charge for the T˜ 1,1
coset is [11]
cT˜ 1,1 = 5 ·
3
2
− 12
n
. (A.9)
Thus, the sigma-model corresponding to the time-dependent target space metric
ds5 = n
(
r2dS24 +△2dr2
)
(A.10)
and dilaton
Φ = ln g0 +
∫ r
0
dξ
f(ξ)
ξ
(A.11)
with f being a solution of (A.3) with boundary condition (A.4), must have central
charge
c5 = 5 · 3
2
+
12
n
. (A.12)
The latter can be easily verified as asymptotically, (A.10), (A.11) is a linear dilaton
background.
It would be very interesting to compute α′ corrections to (A.10) and to identify the
appropriate CFT. The “special Abelian solution” of [11] was shown to be unstable.
It would be interesting to check whether its de Sitter regularization, realized by our
special G0 =
1
4
solution, is stable.
We now proceed with the generalG0 6= 14 case. We could not find an exact analytical
solution for general G0. For numerical analysis we find it convenient to use a new radial
coordinate r ≡ ρ2, r ∈ [0,+∞), and introduce f , g, and h by
F 2 ≡ nH2f
G2 ≡ g
g−2s ≡ g−20 h .
(A.13)
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With the boundary conditions (A.1) the only parameter in the numerical integration
becomes G0. We find qualitatively different r → ∞ asymptotics depending on the
value for G0. Namely, for 0 < G0 <
1
4
, we have,
h(r → r∗)→ +∞
g(r→ r∗)→ 0
f(r → r∗)→ const ,
(A.14)
where r∗ ≡ r∗(G0) is finite, and for G0 > 14 , we find
h(r →∞)→ +∞
g(r→∞)→ +∞
f(r →∞)→ +∞ .
(A.15)
We can now check analytically whether there are asymptotic solutions of (3.7) which
have the same qualitative behavior as predicted by the numerical analysis (A.14) and
(A.15). Indeed, solutions with such leading asymptotics exist. Explicitly, we find first
h =
(4δ21r
∗)1/4√
r∗ − r [1 +O(r
∗ − r)]
g =
1
2
√
1− r
r∗
[1 +O(r∗ − r)]
f = δ2 [1 +O(r
∗ − r)] .
(A.16)
If we identify this solution as corresponding to the 0 < G0 <
1
4
boundary condition,
then δ1, δ2, r
∗ will be dependent on G0. Also, there is a solution
h = δ1e
2r1/2 [1 + o(1)]
g → r1/2 [1 + o(1)]
f → 3r1/2 [1 + o(1)] ,
(A.17)
which we identify as corresponding to the G0 >
1
4
boundary condition, with δ1 depend-
ing on G0.
To summarize, we have shown using numerics and asymptotic analysis that a chi-
rally symmetric phase (nonsingular solution to (3.7) with (A.1) boundary condition)
exists only for
G0 > Gcritical ≡ 1
4
. (A.18)
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Although this is not an analytical proof, it strongly support the picture of a chiral
symmetry restoration phase transition in the de Sitter deformed MN model. So far,
this phase transition appears to occur as the (dimensionless) parameter G0 is varied.
We now argue that in fact, the relevant physical parameter is the Hubble scale H .
In addition to G0 satisfying (A.18), nonsingular deformations are characterized,
naively, by two more parameters g0 and H . This is one parameter too many: from the
perspective of LST wrapped on S2, we expect only two continuous parameters: g0 (the
dilaton parameter in the supersymmetric MN model) and the deformation parameter,
H . In the remainder of the appendix we argue that for fixed {g0, H}, G0 is not actually
an independent parameter, but rather
lnH ∼ G20 , (A.19)
and thus, the non-singularity condition (A.18) translates into a lower bound on H .
One may observe that rescaling t → τ ≡ Ht entirely removes the H dependence
from the background. But this is not very illuminating, as in doing so we are changing
the reference energy scale from the LST perspective. Instead, we extract the relation
(A.19) from the gauge theory beta-function, keeping the effective four-dimensional
gauge theory strong coupling scale (and the string scale) fixed. We don’t know the
beta-function of gauge theories in de Sitter space, but for asymptotically free gauge
theories the perturbative beta-function should be roughly the same as the standard
Minkowski one. The reason is that it is related to the short distance dynamics of the
theory, and we expect de Sitter deformation to be irrelevant at small scales. We will
use the Minkowski beta-function with the understanding that at best only qualitative
physics would come out correct. Now recall that the open string interpretation of the
MN model is LST compactified on S2. At low energies the effective description is in
terms of N = 1 SYM theory with gauge coupling g4 [8],
1
g24
=
VolS2
g26
=
nG2
2π2
, (A.20)
where g6 is the D5-brane gauge theory coupling. In the supergravity dual, G depends
on ρ which is interpreted as the RG running of the effective four-dimensional coupling.
Verifying (A.20) requires understanding of UV/IR relation in the MN model, or, in
other words, the translation of the radial direction ρ into the RG gauge theory scale µ.
This relation can not be defined unambiguously. Maldacena and Nun˜ez [8] used µ ∼
eρ/2, and showed that (A.20) agrees with the gauge theory result 1/(g24n) ∼ lnµ/ΛQCD
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up to a numerical coefficient. In the MN model with unbroken chiral symmetry G2
was singular at ρ = 0. This singularity reflects the Landau pole in the perturbative
gauge theory coupling. On physical grounds we expect that the effective gauge theory
Landau pole would be regulated in the de Sitter for large enough Hubble parameter
simply because the RG running of the gauge coupling stops at µ = µIR cutoff ∼ H .
This fits nicely with the supergravity result for the de Sitter deformed MN model
where G2 ≥ G20 > 0. Provided we can use (A.20) when H 6= 0, we are led to (A.19).
Needless to say, our heuristic arguments can not replace a precise computation.
However, such a computation requires (at the very least) an understanding of the
precise UV/IR relation7 in the MN model and a precise understanding of perturba-
tive (non-abelian) gauge theory dynamics in de Sitter space. Both problems are very
difficult. For recent progress on the first of them, see, e.g., [62, 63].
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